The puzzle of altruism: Why do 'selfish genes' behave so unselfishly?
There are sound evolutionary and philosophical reasons for believing that human beings have a powerful innate disposition towards pure altruism-an altruism that is not a form of disguised selfishness, a survival strategy, or limited to those with whom we are closely genetically related. An overview of archaeological and anthropologic evidence suggests that the so-called 'environment of evolutionary adaptedness' was very different to the brutal, competitive struggle typically depicted by evolutionary psychologists. It is false to assume that competitiveness and selfishness are inevitable and fundamental human traits. An alternative view that altruism and co-operation are fundamental traits could more justifiably be drawn from archaeological and anthropological evidence. The philosophy of 'panspiritism' suggests that pure altruism is the result of the human capacity for empathy, which itself is the result of our fundamental interconnectedness.